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In The Twelve Houses, acclaimed astrologer Howard Sasportas explores in detail the experiences

and situations associated with each of the houses, describing not only their tangible associations

but also the more subtle meanings of each of the different spheres of life. A pioneering volume and

a favourite among students and professionals alike, this is the recognized as the definitive work on

the subject. This revised edition contains a new foreward by Liz Greene and tribute essays from

leading astrologers Darby Costello, Melanie Reinhart, Erin Sullivan and Laura Boomer Trent.
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Howard Sasportas, who died in 1992, was an American who spent his last 20 years in London. His

reputation as one of the world's leading astrologers is unparalleled. With Liz Greene, he was joint

founder and co-director of the Centre for Psychological Astrology in London. He spent many years

as a practising astrologer, and his expertize and experience have been distilled into this volume.

--This text refers to an alternate Paperback edition.

Ive been studying Astrology for years, I find it fascinating, understanding well the house system is

one of the trickier aspects of Astrology, this is the best book that I have found on the subject that bis

still in print (that I know of) Buy it!

A+++ I'm about 1/2 way through with this book and it's already given me so much valuable insight to

the system of houses... way beyond the cookbook style of relating to house structure. Sasportas



provides an invaluable, linear look at the 12 houses that's useful to the novice and the professional

alike.

The best book I've read so far on astrology. Not only does Sasportas give a straightforward

approach to the houses, planets and signs, he also gives very grounded and practical symbology

that goes deep. I understand the system of astrology for the first time in my life because of this

book.

This is an EXCELLENT guide! I would highly recommend it to anybody looking for more in-depth

discussion of the houses. I learned so much from this book and I honestly think everybody can.

Great book & very informative!

The book describes the 12 astrological houses from a psychological point of view, and the meaning

of the planets in each house. It is a very useful book to start learning astrology. Explanations are

very clear and it expains not only the meaning of the houses, but the relatonships among them,

which gives a deeper understanding of the houses. I completely recommend this book.

Extremely valuable book for a student of astrology...be it a beginner or be it a pro...The simplified

approach only goes to show the teaching prowess of the author.a masterpiece, classic,absolute

must-have....The psychological perspective aids the student to look deeper "inwards" and as Carl

Jung says..."what you repress...manifests itself...and you eventually land-up calling it fate".This

book is a bible on how to just NOT let that blunder happen...truly liberating...truly enlightening...truly

elevating !!!

Great Book. I knew I couldn't go wrong with Liz Greene being one of the authors. Have about two

hundred books on astrology, and I have many of hers, she is truly one of the very best, great insight.
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